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Carlangelo Liverani

Random Lorentz gas

10h � 11h

While the study of the ergodic properties of dynamical systems on a compact space, or a
probability space, are fairly well developed, the study of in�nite dynamical systems is in a much
more sorry state. Even the proper meaning of basic concepts like mixing are under debate. A
physically relevant example of in�nite system is the Lorentz gas. In the periodic case it can be
reduced to a billiard on the Torus and hence the compact case machinery applies. However,
periodic situations are not reasonable in nature, defects always exist and their locations is often
random. This leads to the random Lorentz gas model. The �rst step in the study of its statistical
properties is to establish some form of loss of memory. To this end Hilbert metrics seem to be a
particularly e�ective tool, if applicable. In this talk I will explain how such a strategy can indeed
be implemented.

This is work in collaboration with Mark Demers.

Sebastian Van Strien

The space of one-dimensional dynamical systems

10h � 11h

In this talk I will discuss what is known about how conjugacy classes are embedded in the
space of one-dimensional dynamical systems. This work is joint with Trevor Clark.

Sylvain Crovisier

Strong positive recurrence for surface di�eomorphisms I

12h30 � 13h30

This is the �rst part of a lecture series. The goal is to introduce and discuss the strong
positive recurrence property for di�eomorphisms of a manifold. The second lecture (given by O.
Sarig) will derive some consequences of this property. In this �rst lecture, we will present two
results:

1. We will show that every C-in�nity surface di�eomorphism with positive topological entropy
has the strong positive recurrence property.

2. This is based on a continuity property of the Lyapunov exponents, of independent interest:
It is well-known that the Lyapunov exponents and the entropy do not vary continuously
with respect to the measure. We prove an inequality between the discontinuites of these
functions. For smooth surface di�eomorphisms, when the entropy converges, the exponents
converge also.



These are joint works with Jérôme Buzzi and Omri Sarig.

Carlos H. Vásquez

Linear response formula for the topological entropy at the time one map of a geodesic

�ow on a manifold of negative curvature

13h30 � 14h30

Let f be the time one map of a geodesic �ow on a manifold of constant negative curvature
with µ its Liouville measure. Consider ft, a C3 family of di�eomorphisms with f0 = f . In this
talk we discuss about the di�erentiability of the map t 7→ htop(ft) at t = 0, and we provide an
explicit formula for its derivative.

This is a joint work with Pancho Valenzuela-Henríquez and Radu Saghin from PUCV.

Tuesday - 7th September

Shin Kiriki

Historic wandering domains for wild blender-horseshoes

10h � 11h

We give a solution to Takens' last problem [Takens 2008] in the C1-topology (note that
solutions were already given in more than or equal to the C2 topology, see [Kiriki-Soma 2017,
Berger-Biebler]). To be more speci�c, we present C1 di�eomorphisms having historic wandering
domains and whose C1-closure contains di�eomorphisms with wild blender-horseshoes invented
by Bonatti-Díaz.

Christian Bonatti

Mathematics and friendship

11h � 12h

Katrin Gelfert

Mingled hyperbolicities: restricted variational principles

12h30 � 13h30

We quantify ergodically the lack of hyperbolicity in transitive nonhyperbolic di�eomorphisms.
For that, we investigate step skew products of C1 circle di�eomorphisms. Such dynamics cap-
tures the key mechanism of the dynamics of robustly transitive and nonhyperbolic maps. It also
arises from the projective action of certain 2×2 elliptic matrix cocycles. The coexistence of sad-
dles of di�erent types of hyperbolicity is described in terms of �ber-contracting and -expanding
regions which are mingled by the dynamics. It gives also rise to nonhyperbolic ergodic measures
characterized in terms of a zero Lyapunov exponent in the circle-�ber direction.
We describe the topological entropy of each level set of points with �ber-Lyapunov exponent
α in terms of a restricted variational principle and of the Legendre-Fenchel transform of a re-
stricted variational pressure. Here α takes on negative and positive values and also α = 0. I
will particularly focus on the latter case. For that we construct a nonhyperbolic ergodic measure
of high entropy inspired by a periodic orbit approximation-technique of Gorodetski, Ilyashenko,
Kleptsyn, and Nalski. After Kwietniak and �¡cka, that technique results in ergodic measures



with zero entropy, while in our context the level set has positive entropy. Very naively, here
periodic orbits are replaced by horseshoes. To overcome the main di�culty of nonuniform and
not-everywhere convergence of Birkho� averages, we implement a probabilistic approach.

This is joint work with L.J.Díaz and M.Rams.

Fabio Tal

Aubry-Maher sets for area-preserving homeomorphisms of the closed annulus

13h30 � 14h30

We will review some aspects of the rotation theory for homeomorphisms of the closed annulus
preserving boundary components and orientation, relating it to the classical results on rotational
behaviour for circle homeomorphisms and for conservative twist maps of the annulus. We will
describe the di�erent ways rotational behaviour can be realized, introducing the di�erent rotation
sets and rotation vectors that can be associated with these maps. Using some recent techniques
recently developed with P. Le Calvez, we will show that for any area-preserving homeomorphism
then every rotation vector in the rotation set is realized by a compact invariant set, showing
that an analog of the classical Aubry-Mather sets for twist di�eomorphisms exists in this general
context. Joint work with Jonathan Conejeros.

Wednesday - 8th September

Omri Sarig

Strong positive recurrence for surface di�eomorphisms II

10h � 11h

In part 1 of this lecture series (given by S. Crovisier), we showed that every C-in�nity surface
di�eomorphism with positive topological entropy has the strong positive recurrence property.
In this lecture we will discuss some consequences of this result. Let m denote the measure of
maximal entropy. Then:

1. m has exponential decay of correlations and a central limit theorem for Holder continuous
functions;

2. Let T (x) be the �rst return time to a (large) Pesin set, then mx : T (x) > n decays expo-
nentially as n tends to in�nity.

3. The top (resp. bottom) Lyapunov exponent χ(m′) of an ergodic measures m′ with nearly
maximal entropy satis�es χ(m′) = χ(m) +O(

√
h(m)− h(m′)).

This is joint work with Jerome Buzzi and Sylvain Crovisier.

Anton Gorodetski

Nonstationary Furstenberg Theorem

11h � 12h

The classical Furstenberg's result claims that under mild non-degeneracy conditions norms
of iid random products of SL(n,R) matrices almost surely grow exponentially fast, and the rate
of growth (Lyapunov exponent) is positive. In a joint project with Victor Kleptsyn we generalize



this statement to random products of SL(n,R) matrices that are chosen independently, but with
respect to di�erent distributions. It turns out that in this case the norms of random products also
grow almost surely with a well de�ned non-random rate, given by some non-random sequence
that depends on the choice of distributions. Therefore, the result can be considered as an analog
of the law of large numbers for the case of independent but not identically distributed random
variables. As an application, we prove Anderson Localization in some models in spectral theory
that were out of reach before.

Federico Rodriguez Hertz

Exponential mixing implies Bernoulli

12h30 � 13h30

In this talk I plan to discuss some consequences of systems having the exponential mixing
property. In particular I will address our joint work with D. Dolgopyat and A. Kanigowski
showing that for di�eomorphisms, exponential mixing implies Bernoulli. If time permits, some
open problems will be discussed and further research as well.

Amie Wilkinson

The strong unstable foliation of an Anosov di�eomorphism

13h30 � 14h30

I will discuss recent work with Avila and Crovisier (and related work with Eskin, Potrie
and Zhang as well) on the following problem and some higher dimensional analogues: Let f be
an Anosov di�eomorphism in dimension 3. Assume the unstable bundle is 2 dimensional and
admits a dominated splitting into weak and strong unstable bundles. Under what hypotheses is
the strong unstable foliation minimal?


